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In  a  former paper  (1)  some determinations were reported of the 
rates of ingestion of three different sizes of quartz particles by leuco- 
cytes of the rat.  It was shown that the rate of phagocytosis depends 
upon the chances of collision between a  leucocyte and a  particle of 
quartz.  In  this  paper  similar  experiments  on  the  phagocytosis  of 
carbon particles of two sizes are reported. 
Carbon Suspensions. 
The method of preparing  the  carbon  suspensions  was  essentially 
the  same  as  that  already  described  for  quartz.  The  carbon used 
was one of the charcoals prepared from coal during the war by the 
Chemical Warfare  Service and  activated by  treatment with  super- 
heated  steam.  It  was  washed  repeatedly in  distilled  water  during 
the process of removing, by means of the centrifuge, the particles too 
small to use, and was washed once each time before using.  It may, 
therefore, be considered free from easily soluble material. 
The carbon suspensions were considerably more sensitive to agglu- 
tination than the quartz.  It was,  for example, impossible to resus- 
pend a suspension of carbon, after it had settled out either by gravity 
or  centrifugal force,  without getting some agglutination.  The  sus- 
pensions  were  agglutinated  at  once  by  the  addition  of  tap  water 
and  they  were  somewhat  more  stable  in  slightly  alkaline  than  in 
slightly  acid  solutions.  Non-sterile  suspensions  agglutinate  more 
readily than sterile ones.  Acacia must be added to a  suspension to 
keep it uniform and stable for more than a  few hours.  Fortunately 
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the hemoglobin and serum proteins act fairly efficiently as protective 
colloids, and the normal reaction of blood, at which these experiments 
were done, is slightly alkaline.  Otherwise, it would be impossible to 
keep the particles distinct in 0.9  per cent sodium chloride with  the 
leucocytes.  Even  so,  the  agglutination  of  the  carbon  was  a  very 
serious complicating factor in these experiments, more so than with 
quartz. 
In  view  of  the  readines~  with  which  these  uniform  suspensions 
agglutinate, it is a significant fact that in the stock suspensions, from 
which  the large particles  have  not  yet been removed, all  the par- 
ticles are never agglutinated even after being kept for nearly a  year 
without  acacia.  It  would  seem  as  if  coagulation  must  reach  an 
equilibrium  and  stop.  It  is  certain that  there is  always an  abun- 
dance of the smallest sized particles which are not clumped and can 
readily be  separated  from  the  larger  particles  and  the  clumps  by 
settling. 
Chances of Collision with Leucocytes. 
The diameters of the particles in the two suspensions and the diam- 
eters of the leucocytes were measured microscopically.  The varia- 
tion in these diameters is shown in three frequency curves in Fig. 1. 
On account of the lack of uniformity of these suspensions the chances 
of collision between leucocytes and particles could not be calculated 
from  the  average diameter  and  velocity of  all  the particles  in  the 
suspension.  It  was,  therefore,  necessary to  divide  each  frequency 
curve, as given in Fig.  1, into sections and calculate  the  chances of 
collision,  R,  for  each  possible  combination,  by  the  formula R  = 
(C  +  p)2  (Vp  -  Vc)  (1).  Here the first term is the square of the 
sum of the diameters of the cell and particle, and allows merely for 
the larger target offered by a large particle.  The second term is the 
difference in  velocity  between  the  cells  and  particles.  Since  the 
velocities of the cells and particles  in this  case were  nearly equal, a 
small error in Vp or Vc would make a large error in R.  It was, there- 
fore, necessary to divide the carbon suspensions into six groups each 
to obtain sufficient accuracy in the calculation.  The leucocytes were 
divided into  three groups  as  described in  the previous paper.  The 
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group chances of collision, each multiplied by the percentage of cells 
and of particles in that particular group.  The data from which the 
chances of collision were taken are given in Table I  together with the 
chances of collision of each suspension. 
It  will  be noted  that  in  calculating  the chances  of  collision  the 
velocity was determined experimentally and was not calculated from 
the diameter and density.  This was  done because of the fact  that 
the velocity of carbon particles is not proportional to the density of 
dry carbon which is full of capillary spaces,  but  to its density with 
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FIO.  1.  Frequency curves showing the variation in the diameters of two car- 
bon suspensions  and  the leucocytes.  Curves are plotted  on such a  scale  that 
the subtended  areas are approximately equal.  Ordinates  represent  number of 
particles for a  given interval of the abscissa~, which represent  the diameters  in 
microns.  Points plotted are experimental points.  In the case of the carbon sus- 
pensions they are smoothed by averaging each point with the two adjacent points. 
these spaces  full of water;  and  the  latter  is not  easily determined. 
However, having obtained the velocity of' each group directly, with- 
out using any value for the density, it is possible to reverse the proc- 
ess  and calculate  both the density and the volume of  the capillary 
spaces, as a  check on the accuracy of the measurements. 
By a simplification of Stokes's law for the velocity,  V, of a particle 
of  diameter,  P,  and  density  ,  D,  in  a  medium of  density  1.00  and 
viscosity  0.010  under  the  acceleration  of  gravity,  we  obtain  the 
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5.1V 
D=I+  p* 
Substituting  in  this  equation values  for the  average velocities  and 
average  diameters  of  the  two  suspensions  (0.87  ±  0.12  and  2.19 
±  0.18 cm. per hour for the 3.2u and 4.7u respectively), and solving 
for D, we obtain  1.43 ±  0.06 and 1.50  ±  0.04.  This is the density 
with capillary spaces full of water. 
TABLE  I.* 
Chances of Collision  between Leucocytes and Carbon Suspensions. 
Particles in 
group. 
per cent 
14.3 
36.2 
39.4 
7.3 
2.04 
1.0 
3.2#  4.7# 
Group  Group  Group R. 
diameter,  velocity. 
I  ~  cm. per hr. 
1.8  0.27  ,  24.9 
2.7  0.59  58.6 
3.5  1.01  46.6 
4.7  1.78  5.1 
5.6  2.581  3.7 
6.8  3.8  5.2 
Particles  Group 
__in~ergr°uP'cent ~dia~eter" 
5.3  1.9 
14.0  3.2 
29.6  4.08 
27.9  5.0 
13.3  5.94 
10.0  6.8 
Group  Group R.  velocity.  , 
cm. per hr.  [ 
i 
0.35  ]  9.1 
0.99  16.2 
1.61  17.9 
2.39  35.6 
3.36  48.6 
6.5  120.8 
Total chances of collision -- 144.1  Total chances of collision =  248.2 
* Chances of collision, R, with cells of the two carbon suspensions.  The group 
diameters were obtained by averaging the squares of the individual diameters as 
measured in the microscope.  Group velocities were calculated in proportion to 
the squares of the group diameters and  so  that  their weighted average velocity 
should be equal to the average velocity of the suspension as determined experi- 
mentally by the stop-cock method; i.e., to 0.87  4- 0.12  and 2.19  ±  0.18  cm. per 
hour  for the 3.2#  and  4.7#  suspensions,  respectively.  The  R  group or  chance 
of collision is given by the formula 
R group =  (Rla .Pa  +  Rib .Pb  + Ra~ Pc ) P-''L-1 
100 
where P  equals the per cent of particles or cells in designated group, subscripts 
a, b, and c refer to the three groups of cells, and the numerical subscripts refer to 
the groups of particles. 
From  these  figures  may  be  calculated  the  cubic  centimeters  of 
capillary space, x, in the carbon per gram of dry weight, as follows: 
1.81 +  1.81x 
D 
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1.81  being  the  density  of  dry  carbon.  Whence,  introducing  the 
calculated values for D and solving, we get x =  0.49 4- 0.09 and 0.34 
4-  0.07,  the  average being 0.42  cc.  of capillary space per gram of 
carbon.  Though the variation is  relatively large it is indicative of 
the general accuracy of the calculations that this is the exact figure 
given for the volume of the capillary spaces in charcoal by Cude and 
Hulett  (2),  from a  study of a  large series of charcoals used by the 
Chemical Warfare Service. 
It is possible, then, to predict the behavior of the leucocytes toward 
the particles of these suspensions when they are incubated together. 
The predictions are: (1) that the large particles will be taken up more 
rapidly than the small particles, the initial ratio of the rates of inges- 
tion  being  as. 248  :  144  =  1  :  0.58;  and  (2)  that  this  ratio  will 
probably increase with time.  The latter prediction is illustrated by 
the following figures for  the ratio of the chances of collison of the 
two  suspensions at  such  times during the reaction that 25, 50, and 
75 per cent of the larger particles are ingested. 
Change in Ratio Predicted during Reaction. 
Ratio. 
4.7/~ particlesingested.  R4.7/t :R3.2/z 
~er Cent 
0 
25 
5O 
75 
1:0.58 
1:1.07 
1:1.26 
1:1.42 
This change in ratio is largely due to lack of uniformity of the 4.7u 
suspension, the largest particles having an abnormally high chance 
of collision as shown in Table I.  The prediction is, however, merely 
a  probability since the assumption upon which it is based,  namely 
that the leucocytes remain unchanged in concentration, can never be 
Completely true.  However, it may be  noted that  the  experiments 
largely verify these predictions. 
Method of Measuring Phagocytosis. 
The detailed technique of these experiments is given in a previous 
paper  (1).  It  is  sufficient to state here that mixtures consisting of 
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incubated  at  37°C.  in  small  test-tubes  (8  ram.  inside  diameter), 
placed horizontally on a drum revolving uniformly about its horizon- 
tal axis.  The speed of rotation was usually about 15 revolutions per 
minute.  In these experiments no precautions were taken to prevent 
an air bubble from traveling up and down in the tube as it revolved. 
Samples  were  removed  at  intervals  and  counts  were made  of  the 
number  of particles  not ingested by the leucocytes. 
The measure of phagocytosis desired is,  then, the per cent of the 
collisions  occurring  between  cells  and  leucocytes  which  result  in 
ingestion.  But the number of leucocytes being the same in any one 
experiment,  the rdative  number of collisions is proportional  only to 
the number of particles.  If the percentage of collisions resulting in 
ingestion is constant and the concentration of cells does not change, 
the rate of ingestion will always be proportional  to  the number of 
particles  still  free to  collide,  and  the velocity constant,  K,  will be 
given by the equation for a monomolecular reaction, K  =  1 log ---A---A 
t  A-x 
where A  is  the  original  number  of  particles  and  x  is  the  number 
ingested in time, t.  Here the relative value of K is dependent only on 
the percentage of collisions resulting in ingestion,  and is,  therefore, 
the  measure  of  phagocytosis  desired.  K  has  been  determined  in 
practice by plotting  the logarithms of the number of' particles  still 
free, i.e.  log A  -  x, against time and determining the  slope graphi- 
cally.  The  points  should  lie  on  a  straight  line  if  K  is  constant. 
This is more accurate than calculating K  directly from the formula, 
since the formula attaches special importance to A  which is known 
no more accurately than the rest of the points. 
Where K  is not constant the initial value of K  only is determined. 
A  decrease in K  with time may be due to: 
l.  Decrease in the number of cells by agglutination.  1 
2.  Decrease in the capacity of cells for particleg. 
3.  Lack of uniformity in  the suspensions resulting in decrease in 
chances of collision as larger particles in each suspension are ingested 
more rapidly than the small particles. 
i It can be shown that in calculating the chances of collision the decrease in the 
number of cells by agglutination is not compensated for by the increase in velocity 
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4.  Decrease in activity of cells due to internal ~hanges or changes 
in environment. 
An increase with time may be due to: 
5.  Increase in  velocity of  cells  caused by increased density after 
ingestion of particles. 
6,  Increase in  activity of cells by internal  changes or changes in 
environment. 
Of these factors, No.  3  can be predicted by measurements of the 
particles in  the  suspension and  has  no effect if  thoroughly uniform 
suspensions  are used.  Nos.  4  and  6  are probably negligible.  Nos. 
1,  2,  and  5,  then,  are the significant factors.  No.  1 is  presumably 
the same for each carbon suspension in any one experiment so that 
it  does not vitiate  the  comparison.  Nos.  2  and  5  are small if  the 
number of cells is large.  In the majority of experiments there were 
from one to two particles per cell in the most concentrated suspen- 
sion, probably never over three, and frequently less than one.  Since 
each cell could take up perhaps five large particles and fifteen small 
ones they could hardly be  appreciably filled up.  It seems valid to 
use the total K, where K  is constant, as well as the initial K  for com- 
parison.  Usually the total K  does not differ from the initial K  by 
more than the experimental error.  The latter is, of course, the more 
inaccurate as it depends upon only two points,  while the total K  is 
the average of all points.  It is,  perhaps,  surprising  that  K  should 
be so  constant.  This must indicate  that  the disturbing factors are 
in such cases comparatively small and that those causing an increase 
in K  partly compensate for those causing a  decrease. 
In Table II the results of five such comparisons of rates of ingestion 
of the two suspensions of carbon are given.  The results for three of 
these experiments are plotted in  Figs.  2,.3,  and 4.  The other two 
experiments are somewhat less  reliable and  are included merely for 
completeness. 
It must be  admitted that  the agreement between the  theoretical 
initial  ratio  and  the  average experimental ratio  is  better  than the 
variation  in  the  individual ratios warrants.  It will be seen that in 
Figs. 2 and 3 the second prediction is fulfilled as well as the first, for 
the slope of the curve representing the ingestion Of the 4.7~ particles 
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TABLE  II. 
Comparison  of Experimental and  Theoretical Rates  of Pl~gocytosis. 
Experiment No. 
Initial K. 
4.7/~ 
0.36 
0.60 
0.21 
0.125 
0.88 
3.2/z 
0.12 
0.38 
0.16 
0.10 
0.32 
K3.2# 
K 4.7 bt 
0.30  Fig. 2 
0.63  "  3 
0.76  "  4 
0.80  Not figured, 
0.36  "  " 
Average ..................................  0.57 
Theoretical ................................  0.58 
Log A-x. 
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FIG.  2.  Ordinates  represent  logarithms  of  the  number  of  particles  not  yet 
ingested.  Abscissa~ represent time in hours since the beginning of the experiment. 
Points  from  three  separate  but  simultaneous  experiments  are  plotted  for  each 
K3.2~  is 0.3;  theoretical ratio is 0.58.  The fact that  curve.  Experimental ratio ~74.7~ 
K4.7~ is not constant  causes this ratio  to increase as predicted. WALLACE  O. FENN  473 
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FIG. 3.  Curves showing the rates of ingestion of 3.2u and 4.7~, carbon particles. 
The logarithms  of the number of particles  not  ingested  are plotted  (ordinates) 
against time (abscissm).  All three concentrations (4, 3, and 2) of the 3.2~ particles 
K~.~,  give K  =  0,38 approximately.  Experimental initial ratio ~  =  0.63; theoreti- 
cal ratio is 0.58.  This ratio increases with time due to the decrease in K4.Tu as 
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FIG. 4.  Curves showing logarithms of numbers of 3.2;,  and 4.7g particles not 
ingested  (ordinates)  plotted  against  time  (abscisste).  Four  concentrations  (4, 
3, 2, and  1) of the 4.7# particles were used.  The best initial K  is 0.21  which is 
K3.2# 
well  satisfied  except in  one  case.  Experimental ratio ~  =  0.76;  theoretical 
ratio is 0.58.  This ratio does not increase during  the experiment. WALLACE  O.  ~ENN  475 
stant  throughout the  experiment.  Fig.  3  is an  exception, however, 
since K  decreases for the 3.2g particles and the higher concentrations 
of the 4.7g particles in about fife same proportion.  There is, there- 
fore, no increase in the value of K3 2~  •  •  In the two experiments which 
K,.Tg 
were not  calculated,  Experiment  4  showed an  increase in  this ratio 
while Experiment 5 showed none. 
There are two causes for the variations in the experimental result: 
(1)  The suspensions used were not identical, for the material for each 
experiment was  separately  prepared  from  the  stock  suspensions by 
removing the large particles by centrifugalization.  (2)  There was a 
slight tendency to aggregation on the part of the carbon which was 
more marked in some cases than in others. 
In Fig. 3,  three different concentrations of the 3.2g particles were 
used, in the proportions 4  : 3  : 2,  all of which have practically  the 
same K  throughout.  In Fig.  4,  similarly,  four different concentra- 
tions of the 4.7g particles were compared, all of which give approxi- 
mately the same K.  This is a  better proof that the reaction follows 
the law for a  monomolecular reaction than the constancy of K  in a 
single experiment because of gradual aggregation of the cells. 
While the  agreement between theoretical and  experimental ratios 
in these experiments is admittedly rough, it seems surprisingly good 
considering the difficulties involved.  It is at least  accurate  enough 
to discourage any attempts to measure the greater difficulty of ingest- 
ing a  large particle compared to a  small one by this method, which 
was  the  original  object  of  these  experiments,  because  the  limiting 
factor  is  the  availability  of  the  particles,  not  the  phagocytic  capa- 
bilities  of  the  leucocytes. 
It should perhaps be emphasized here that a  certain proportion of 
the particles counted as phagocytized are merely stuck on the outside 
of  clumps of  cells  where it  is  impossible  to  distinguish  them  from 
those inside.  This does not occur with dead  cells,  however,  and is 
rightly regarded as the first stage in phagocytosis. 
Phagocytosis of Bacteria. 
It is interesting to inquire at this point whether the phagocytosis of 
bacteria  also follows the law  for a  monomolecular reaction,  as  does 476  PHAGOCYTOSIS  OF  SOLID  PARTICLES.  II 
the phagocytosis of Solid particles.  This can only be determined if 
the  number  of  bacteria  ingested  in  proportion  to  the  number  of 
bacteria presen~ is known.  In most experiments on phagocytosis of 
bacteria no counts have been made of the total number of bacteria 
present.  The only data known to the writer from which this point 
can  be  determined are  those of  Madsen  and  Watabiki  (3)  and  of 
Ledinghaxa  (4).  The  former  measured  the  number  of  bacteria 
ingested  as  a  function of  time.  Their  curves  follow the  law  of  a 
monomolecular reaction fairly well if all the bacteria not ingested at 
the close of the experiment, i.e.  when phagocytosis has  ceased, are 
disregarded.  The rate of phagocytosis is, therefore, not proportional 
to the concentration of the bacteria present. 
Ledingham  did  for  phagocytosis  of  bacteria  what  was  done  in 
Figs.  3  and  4  for  the  phagocytosis of  carbon.  He  measured  the 
number of bacteria ingested in unit time by a  given number of cells 
from a  series  of bacterial suspensions of varying known concentra- 
tions.  If the reaction had been of the monomolecular type the per- 
centages ingested at each concentration should have been equal, just 
as all the K's  in Figs. 3 and 4 were equal for the same size particle. 
He found, however, that as the concentration of bacteria decreased, 
the percentage ingested first increased and then decreased.  There is, 
therefore, no evidence that the phagocytosis of bacteria follows the 
law  for a  monomolecular reaction.  If,  as  Ledingham believes,  the 
comparatively slight decrease in the percentage ingested in low con- 
centrations of bacteria is due to experimental error,  the decrease in 
higher  concer~trations  may be  due  to  increasing  concentrations  of 
some substance given off by the bacteria which is toxic to the cells. ~ 
2  In these experiments Ledingham's object was to prove that phagocytosis of 
bacteria obeys Freundlich's exponential formula for adsorption, but it is hard 
to see how the formula could have any significance  for phagocytosis  even if appli- 
cable.  He also tries to show that the adsorption of opsonin  from serum  by bacteria 
follows the same law, but his measure of the concentration of opsonin adsorbed 
is  mathematically incorrect.  He assumes that  the  opsonin adsorbed by  the 
bacteria is proportional to the difference  in the number of bacteria ingested by a 
given number of leucocytes  in the presence of an opsonin solution,  before and after 
that solution has been treated with a given bacterial emulsion (which adsorbs 
some of the opsonin) and freed from it by centrifugalization.  His own figures 
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Ledingham  himself  describes  "lytic  changes"  in  these  leucocytes 
which he ascribes to the "leucotoxic action of unneutralised bacterial 
extract."  This  supposition might  also explain  the fact observed by 
Madsen  and  Watabiki that  the rate of phagocytosis decreases more 
rapidly  than  the  concentration, of bacteria,  the  cumulative  effect of 
the toxic substance finally preventing phagocytosis altogether before 
all  the  bacteria  are  ingested. 
Other Experiments  on Phagocytosis of Carbon. 
The Effect  of Serum. 
Hamburger (5)  found that the carbon particles which he used with 
horse  leucocytes were ingested  just  as well in pure  sodium  chloride 
as in  sodium  chloride  and  serum.  Fig.  5  shows  that  this  was  dis- 
tinctly not the case in these experiments.  In this figure Hamburger's 
measure  of  phagocytosis was used;  i.e.  the percentage  of cells  con- 
taining  carbon.  These  values  are  plotted  as  ordinates  in  Fig.  5 
against  time  as  abscissae.  Two  controls,  one  without  serum  and 
one with  serum,  heated  to  56°C.  for 40  minutes;  showed almost  no 
phagocytosis.  This is the usual result obtained by previous workers 
on  phagocytosis  of  solid  particles,  although  there  is  considerable 
disagreement.  Hamburger  finds  serum  necessary  for  the phago- 
cytosis of starch  but not of carbon. 
Porges  (6)  found  that  starch  is  taken  up  from isotonic solutions 
without  serum  as well as with  serum,  but  the  accelerating  effect of 
serum became evident in hypertonic solutions. 
Ouweleen  (7)  concludes  that  two substances are necessary for the 
phagocytosis of starch:  (1) a thermolabile constituent of serum which 
is  absorbed  on  the  starch  and  causes adhesion  of  the  starch  to  the 
leucocyte; and  (2)  a  substance  causing  the  adhering  particle  to  be 
not  a  linear  function  of the opsonin concentration.  From  his  figures for  the 
number of bacteria ingested in the presence of known concentrations of opsonin, 
it is possible to calculate graphically what the true concentration of opsonin must 
be after  adsorption  to account  for  the observed number  of bacteria  ingested. 
Using figures so obtained the adsorption formula no longer applies.  In only one 
experiment, however, were his data sufficiently complete to make this method of 
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Fza. 5.  Curves showing that serum increases phagocytosis of carbon and that 
its effectiveness in this respect is destroyed by heating to 56°C.  for 40 minutes. 
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FIC. 6.  The number of unclumped cells (×  104 per ram.  8) plotted  as  ordinates 
against time in hours as abscissae.  Curves show that the cells clump more rapidly 
in presence of 3.1 and 1.25  ×  104 particles of carbon per ram.  3  The same effect 
was observed in two other unpublished experiments in which counts of the cells 
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ingested for which proteins (as ovalbumin) other than serum proteins 
may be  used. 
When cells are incubated in dilute serum with carbon  they agglu- 
tinate more rapidly than when carbon is omitted.  A  typical experi- 
ment  is  plotted  in  Fig.  6.  These  data  were  taken  from  an early 
experiment  when  the  cells  from  the  peritoneal  exudate  were  not 
washed  in  sodium  chloride.  Under  these  conditions  agglutination 
of the cells occurred to a  considerable extent, since it was impossible 
to add enough sodium citrate to prevent it without preventing phago- 
cytosis as well.  The degree of agglutination in this figure is,  there- 
fore, not characteristic of the other experiments in this paper. 
Three curves are plotted showing the number of cells still unclumped 
without  carbon,  and  with  the  addition  of  two  concentrations  of 
carbon.  More  cells  are  always  free  in  the  control.  The  obvious 
conclusion is  that  the  process  of  ingesting  carbon  makes  the  cells 
more sticky so that they agglutinate more readily. 
The result of the more rapid agglutination of cells in the presence 
of  carbon  is  that  the percentage of  cells containing carbon is higher 
for the clumped cells than for the unclumped cells.  This constitutes, 
therefore,  a  serious  objection  to  the  use  of  the  percentage  of  cells 
containing carbon  as  a  measure  of  phagocytosis  (8).  The  reaction 
may appear to have come to a standstill when the aggregation of car- 
bon-containing cells is merely keeping pace with the ingestion.  Kite 
and Wherry  (9)  have also observed that clumped cells contain more 
'bacteria  than unclumped cells.  This might be due, however, to the 
greater velocity of clumps of cells, the velocity increasing roughly as 
the  two-thirds power of the number of cells in the clump.  Neufeld 
and  Rimpau  (10),  however,  reported  in  1905,  from well  controlled 
experiments, that phagocytizing leucocytes clump more rapidly than 
control leucocytes where phagocytosis is prevented by omission from 
the mixture of either the immune serum or the bacteria.  This seems, 
therefore, to be a general phenomenon. 
In  experiments  with  unwashed  cells  the  behavior  of  the  cells  is 
interesting  though the results  are worthless as accurate measures of 
phagocytosis.  A  typical  experiment is plotted in Figs. 7 and  8.  In 
Fig.  7  the  number  of  cells  still  unclumped is  plotted  as  ordinates 
against  time as  abscissae.  The percentage of  these cells which con- 480  PIIAGOC~TOSIS  OF SOLID PARTICLES.  II 
rained carbon is plotted as ordinates in Fig. 8.  In 26 per cent serum 
nearly all  the  cells had  clumped up in  15 minutes,  after which they 
began to creep out of the clumps until  at the end of 4  hours nearly 
one-half  the  original  number  was  again  free.  In  pure  0.9  per  cent 
sodium  chloride  (control)  there  is  least  clumping  and  least  phago- 
cytosis.  Similarly,  in  26  per  cent  serum  where  clumping  is  most 
NumbeT of Cells 
o 
0  I  I  ~'  '  ' 
FIG. 7.  Orch'nates and  abscissae as  in Fig. 6.  Curves  illustrate  the effect of 
serum and an equivalent concentration of Ringer's solution on the clumping of 
leucocytes.  After  the first rapid  agglutination,  the cells begin to creep out of 
the clumps again. 
rapid,  phagocytosis is  also most  rapid.  Part  of the  effect of serum 
is due to its calcium, since the same amount of Ringer's solution also 
increases both phagocytosis and clumping,  though to a  lesser degree. 
The small percentage of free cells containing carbon at the end of the 
1st hour  (Fig. 8) is probably due to the more rapid clumping of such 
cells,  as already described  (Fig.  6). WALLACE  O.  leEIN-N  481 
In general it was found in these experiments  that  anything which 
increased clumping also increased phagocytosis and vice versa.  Thus, 
the higher  the  concentration  of sodium  citrate,  the  less  the phago- 
cytosis and  the  less  the  clumping. 8  With  washed  cells from  which 
all the fibrinogen has been removed,  the number  of free ceils shows 
only a  gradual  decrease  during  the  experiment. 
°7~  of" Cells conTainin2' 
Carbon 
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FIG. 8.  Ordinates represent  the per cent of the unclumped cells counted in 
Fig.  7,  which contained  carbon.  Curves  show that  serum  which accelerates 
clumping cells also accelerates phagocytosis.  The similar effect of Ringer's solu- 
tion shows that the calcium in serum is partly responsible for its effect. 
SUMMARY. 
1.  By measurements  of  the  diameter  and  velocity  of  leucocytes 
and  of the particles in two carbon  suspensions,  the relative rates  of 
ingestion of the two suspensions by the leucocytes are predicted and 
the  predictions  verified  experimentally. 
2.  The  results  indicate  that  4.7~  particles  of carbon  are  ingested 
as readily as 3.2~ particles.  The more" rapid.apparent  rate of inges- 
tion  of  the  4.7u  particles  is  due  to  their  greater  availability  rather 
than the greater capability  of the leucocytes. 
3 McJunkin  (McJunkin,  F. A., Arch.  Int. Med.,  1918, xxi, 59)  has  used  the 
ability of white blood corpuscles to ingest carbon in varying  concentrations  of 
sodium citrate as a means of classification. 
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3.  There is almost no phagocytosis of carbon in absence of serum 
or in heated serum. 
4.  The  clumping  of  unwashed leucocytes is  accllerated by serum 
and by the ingestion of carbon. 
~. 5.  The available evidence indicates that  the phagocytosis of bac- 
teria does not follow the law for a monomolecular reaction, possibly 
because of the toxic effect upon the leucocytes of bacterial extracts. 
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